
Record 16 (cont.) -8i-

Explain the monothelite group. For 800 years the pops were caliming something

about Jesus which was not right and they later changed and yet they claim that

the popes have been infallible right down the line. No, we can't fit this

doctrine of Christ being man and. God together at the same time, but by faith we

accept what the Bible teaches.

Now it is not difficult to believe that the Bible is a human as well as

a divine book. As it came from the orinal zriter it was errorless. It used.

human vocabulary--human beings right down the line and. yet at the same time we

see God's hand on every page. Note the difference in personalities as portrayed

in Scripture. We should study book by book instead. of skipping around like so

many do. Describe Matthew and to whom he wrote. In Matthew we have written down

what Matthew thought--speaks from the view-point of the Jews and shows that this is

the One for whom the Jews looked. He picks out fulfillments to prove that this

is truly the Messiah.

Mark is entirely different. Mark, who is impetuous sees a different feature

of the Christ from what Matthew sees and this written with the Romans especially

in mind. (Record f 17 God was prepared to show a different people who had a far

different background so the Lord used Marlç4o write especially to them. Mark shows

Christ as the Servant getting things done and thus shows the Romans that here was

the answer to their problems. It was the same Christ that Matthew had resented but

from a different viewpoint.

Then we have Luke which is quite different again. Perhaps he was the only Gen

tile that had a part in writing part of the New Testament. He aimed his writing

especially towards the Greek mind. Luke shows us the most serious side of Christ--

Luke arranges the material a little different from Matthew and Mark though tells

the same story. Renan, the great French sceptic calimed that Luke was one of the

most beautiful books ever written.

Then we turn to John. This is a unique combinâ.tion of combining the human and

the divine. John was a business man. He was a man that appealed especially to Jesus

and was very close especially to Christ. As a whole the average people ready
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